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A note from the Editors
A big thank you to everyone who has
sent in articles to go into the
magazine, we have thoroughly
enjoyed reading them. It has been
brilliant to keep the magazine going
even though we can’t print hard
copies to be delivered to everyone at
the moment. Keep sending your
stories, photos, poems anything that
keeps our minds away from the virus
for a short time.
Stay Safe

Sue & Melissa Boyden
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Over the next few months, we are going to see a very different
magazine to what we are used to!
Now is the ideal time to try your hand at new hobbies and new ventures.
We are looking for uplifting and cheerful content for the magazine whilst
there aren’t any events going ahead. You could write a short story, send
in a recipe, photos of what you have been doing to keep busy.
Really anything you can think of that may interest others.

Please post all copy for the July edition of Up The Wreake! To
Sue Boyden
Email: sueboyden@msn.com
Mobile:07714752105
While the magazine isn’t being printed the copy, deadline is
the 20th of the month
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Fitness At Its Best
Still getting our miles in most days, we are so lucky that we have such
beautiful countryside to run in. What are you doing exercise wise to
help get you through these very strange times?
Please follow us on Facebook FAB Fitness At Its Best, like, share and
comment.
Sue and Melissa

If you or anyone you know needs any help, please get in touch with us.
We are also here to chat, so no one needs to feel alone.
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Lynne Geary
Lynne was born on Saturday, 29th May 1954, the
daughter of Edward and Muriel Tiernan, at 46,
Vicarage Lane, Belgrave in Leicester. She had three
elder brothers, Michael, John, and David. Her father
wanted to call her Bridget, after his Irish mother and
sister, but Muriel wouldn’t have that, and they finally
agreed on Lynne.
She attended Harrison Road Infant and Junior Schools in Belgrave and,
later, Riverside Junior and Longslade Secondary Schools in Birstall.
It was in the early 1960s, when her father’s business began to flourish,
they moved to 470, Loughborough Road in Birstall.
With her mother, Lynne regularly attended St. Peter’s Church, Belgrave,
for some time, but subsequently became a member of the Methodist
Church at Claremont Street.
She very soon became conspicuous, mainly due to her height (she
eventually reached 6 foot 2 inches), but also because of her strikingly
good looks, her long blonde hair and her radiant smile.
At an early age she showed a particular talent for all types of artwork and
it soon became obvious that this was where her future lay. On leaving
school, she attended Loughborough Art College and was awarded a
Diploma in Graphic Design.
Her first employment was in the design studio at Invicta Plastics, in
Oadby. She then worked in the design department at Lowe and Carr, a
printers in Leicester, before spending a few years as a self-employed
Graphic Designer.
In the early 1990s she was offered a position as Studio Manager at Bear,
Bear & Bear, Limited, a company in Greetham, which manufactured gifts
and novelties. Here Lynne’s flair for design, her quirky sense of humour
and her amusing ideas perfectly suited this rather esoteric side of the
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market. This was probably the most fulfilling part of her career as a
designer.
For many years she made use of her artistic talent, painting birds and
butterflies, in intricate detail and she also specialised in beautiful
paintings of houses and Church buildings, which still hang in many
households in Belgrave, Ragdale and the surrounding villages,
Lynne met Tony in 1970, they soon became ‘an item’ and, after a fairly
long engagement, they were married on 9th August 1975. Lynne wanted
the ceremony to take place at Claremont, but Tony, staunchly C of E, put
his foot down for the first – and, as it turned out, the last time! They
compromised by having a C of E Vicar and a Methodist Minister officiating
together, at St Peter’s Church in Belgrave.
The married couple lived in Syston for 4 years, before moving to a cottage
in Ragdale, where they were welcomed wholeheartedly and, for 26 years,
they were active members of both the village and the wider community.
Few, who were privileged to see her amazingly long legs, when she took
on the role of Prince Charming in the pantomime at Brooksby, will never
forget them!
Lynne was also blessed with a remarkably fine soprano voice and sang
continuously throughout her life, in the Claremont choir, with the
Leicester Philharmonic Choir, The Melton Chorale and finally with the
Ratcliffe Chorale.
All through her life, Lynne remained a member of the Church at
Claremont, attending services every Sunday, singing in the choir, and
creating beautiful flower arrangements. For many years she acted as
Property Secretary, being instrumental in keeping the buildings in good
repair. She also produced the weekly notice sheets, which were
beautifully designed and illustrated. She was always delighted that the
congregation turned immediately to the most important section - the
jokes!
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The last 33 years of her life were overshadowed by Multiple Sclerosis,
which was diagnosed in March 1987. In the year 2000, the disease
advanced to ‘Secondary Progressive’, which signalled a slow, but
relentless decline in her strength, mobility, balance, the sense of feeling in
her hands and feet and a loss of her fine motor skills. She was also, for the
last few years, in almost constant pain. Eventually they had to leave the
cottage in Ragdale, but they bought a bungalow in Syston, extending and
adapting it to help her cope with her condition.
However, MS did bring out the aspects of her personality that would help
her to manage the gradual deterioration – her zest for life, her inner
strength and fortitude, her dignity, her strong faith, her good humour, her
complete lack of self-pity and her general pig-headedness in not letting
the condition get the better of her. Despite the knowledge that her life
would become increasingly crippling and, in all likelihood, shortened, her
inner beauty and courage still shone out. She always had a beaming smile,
an irrepressible sense of fun and a wicked sparkle in her eyes.
When her lack of mobility became a real problem, she was forced to ride
around on her electric scooters and was often a danger to items of
furniture, door frames and anyone who couldn’t move out of the way in
time.
After a bad fall and a prolonged stay in the Royal Infirmary, where she
developed two serious infections and the Coronavirus, Lynne peacefully
passed away on 5th April at 6.15pm.
She will be greatly missed by Tony, all her family and her numerous
friends, all of whom have been privileged and blessed in knowing her.
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Sign of The Times by Margaret Cooper
Children clapping, singers singing
Every Thursday, church bell ringing.
Memories we all will hold
Stories of now will in future be told.
Everyone growing fruit & veg.
Giving cooking a different edge.
Children baking & schooling at home
Parents working on screens & phone
Face timing our friends, chatting to Gran
Saying we’ll see them as soon as we can.
Many have lost someone so dear
Going out is something we fear.
Neighbours have shopped to show they care.
Everyone cutting and colouring hair
Gardens are pristine & edging is done.
Lucky for us we have shining sun
2020 We’ll never forget
The virus is with us
No cure for it yet.
But we pray!
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Corona Virus Rules, Poem

You can go the park, as long as you stay apart
You can go for a walk, but keep your distance if you talk
You can go for a drive, to make you feel more alive
You can chatter on the phone, so that you don’t feel alone
You can start a new hobby, join a TV keep fit class
Do puzzles, invent games, arts and craft help time to pass
We are living in a new world that will improve somehow
But for now, clap for our brave NHS who are making it better right now

Heather Sansone (Melton Mowbray)
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Up the Wreake Book Club by Julie Phillips
Let me know your views on these books, have you
already read them or are you just reading them now?
We will run this feature while we are in lockdown so we
can all share what we are reading. Let me know what
you are reading give it a review and I can add it to the list

Email: sueboyden@msn.com

Five Rivers Met on a Wooded Plain by Barney Morris
This is a first novel for Barney Norris. It juxtaposes fives lives
of people living in the Salisbury area, with the five rivers
which meander across a plain before flowing into the river
Avon, but never meet.
The lives are told as separate sections, but there are a number of subtle
connections between them, which become clearest when we meet Liam
at Rita’s funeral, in the last section. The connection initially seems to be
the car crash between Martin’s car and Rita’s moped having been
witnessed by Sam, Liam, and the soldier’s wife, but there are many more.
Rita’s sad life reads like a Social Worker’s case file. She has little luck, but
also manages to destroy the two good things in her life: her relationship
with her son, and her Flower Stall. Finally, in a state of sheer rage against
herself and her life, she drives her moped into Martin Hughes car.
Of these five lives I enjoyed Martin’s and the soldier’s wife most. There
was great sadness for Martin in both losing his wife Valerie, and thinking
he is responsible for Rita's injuries. However, he has led a happy fulfilled
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life with his wife on the farm, so although he has to leave the farm in old
age, which he sells to the Soldier’s wife, it’s a positive section.
I marvelled at the description of the utter loneliness of the soldier’s wife,
who remains on the Army Base whilst her husband is on yet another tour
of duty. The picture of the rootlessness of always living in Army houses is
brilliant. Sadly, the longed-for return of her son from boarding school are
not the panacea she hoped. Her attempts to kill herself are totally
understandable. There is however redemption here too, in that her son
comes to appreciate her, and the buying of martin’s house promises to be
her saviour.
I enjoyed Sam’s story rather less, although it was an excellent portrait of a
family’s inability to communicate about the impending death of his loved
father, and of Sam’s first love and loss. I think this section is too long. All
the sections use domestic routines to illustrate the emotional lives, but
Sam’s section I thought too wordy, so that the domestic details became
tedious.
Liam’s section is short and is clearly there to tie up the many connections
between the five lives, mainly through Rita’s funeral. The portrait of a
young man unsure of which direction his life should take, was well
illustrated, and I liked its scarcity.
I did enjoy this clever book but found it unnecessarily wordy at times.
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Munich by Robert Harris.
In common with most people, I knew about Chamberlain's
return from Munich in 1938 waving a piece of paper, saying
'Peace in Our Time', and so wondered how Robert Harris
could write a whole novel about it. He has and I think it's
excellent.
Like most novels with an historical context, we see most of
the action through the eyes of a few characters. Here, Hugh Legat a young
man, one of several private secretaries to Chamberlain, and Paul
Hartman, a German diplomat and member of the Anti-Hitler resistance.
Paul and Hugh were friends at Oxford where Hugh studied German. At the
start of the novel they haven't seen each other for six years, when they
holidayed together in Germany.
It is this relationship, with their shared cause to stave off war between
their two countries that creates the novel's tension. Hugh inveigles a place
in Chamberlain's Munich Conference team, where he is in considerable
danger in contacting Paul, who is a junior part of Hitler's team. They
manage to send various notes to each other and in each of their teams to
influence the responses of the main negotiators.
Having already invaded Czechoslovakia, Hitler is in a mood for war.
Chamberlain, drawn by Harris as a much more complex and reflective
man than history portrays him, wants peace at any price. Here, he is seen
to be buying time so that Britain can continue the rearming process as
long as possible.
The novel in creating the atmosphere of danger, in which Hugh and Paul
have to operate, draws a picture of the power and oppression the Nazi
Regime has imposed on the local people.
The outcome of the negotiations we know. Is this how it happened?
Harris is of course a wonderful storyteller. I recently enjoyed his Conclave,
but I think this is even better.
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The Ladder of Years by Anne Tyler
I Initially I wasn’t very engaged by this book, in spite of the
dramatic ‘wife disappears’ beginning, because I didn’t yet
have any investment in Delia’s character. However, I found
the detailed description of how she built a completely new
life in Bay Borough, very well drawn. The whole range of
very varied characters and settings there: Joel, Noah, Belle, Binky, Nat, the
Rick-Rack cafe, her boarding house, are all very vivid, in contrast to the
shadowy references to her home life back in Baltimore.
I really liked her description of Nat’s Old People’s home with its
dependency needs related to floor level, and his relationship to the
colourful Binky, and their subsequent baby. Delia’s sojourn as a secretary
in the solicitor’s office was also well drawn.
However, the core of her relationships in Bay Borough, are with Joel and
his young son Noah. Delia’s close relationships with Noah is well drawn, as
is her employer/potentially romantic relationship with Joel.
This well-ordered life is then contrasted with her ‘visit’ to Baltimore for
her daughter Susie’s Wedding. We are then introduced to her two sons,
Susie and Driscoll her Fiancé, husband Sam and her sisters. The remainder
of the book I found chaotic and inexplicable. The Wedding is off and then
on again. Nat suddenly appears and stays the night. Did I miss why he
drove all this way? Noah and Joel phone to urge her return. Finally,
despite Delia feeling that her husband is domineering and has clearly rundown her father’s medical Practice, she decides to stay with him.
The book ends with this apparent decision, so we have no more
explanation of her reasoning, than we had initially for her casual
abandonment of her family in the first place. I suspect readers will feel
that this is just human nature, but also that she is very cruel to abandon
Noah.
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A BRIGHT SIDE
During this time of lock down my walks along our
country lanes have been quieter than they have
been for many years and the verges look stunning
with all the plants growing to their full potential and
beauty. I stood looking over a gate and could hear the gentle buzzing of
bees, let’s hope this time of lockdown helps us all to appreciate our
verges and gives our countryside time to rest and recover.
I thought you might like some information about verges that I have been
reading up on.
The Department of Transport says the UK has around 246,700 miles of
roads, along these roads more than 700 wildflower species grow on the
verges, which is equivalent to nearly 45% of the UK’s total flora. Around
87 of these species are threatened with extinction.
The new (August 2019)” best practice” guide for
managing UK road verges is encouraging local
authorities, contactors, and community groups to
follow maintenance regimes sympathetic to wildflowers
and the pollinating insects that depend on them.

Conservation Charity Plantlife, along with national highways agencies and
wildlife organisations, is promoting regimes that balance road safety with
the increasing importance of verges as habitats. Among recommendations
are that verges are cut less often and later; this gives the plants a chance
to mature and set seed.
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A report by Bugslife in May 2019 about Verges and Their Potential for
Pollinators found the area of road verges 919sq miles provides diverse
habitats from heaths, hedgerows and damp ditches that provide essential
food and shelter; they also connect fragmented habitats allowing insects
and animals to move more freely around the country.
The verges within our communities are just as important as those along
the roads we are all used to seeing and I must say for me it has been a
pleasure and a relief to see far less cars using these desperately important
green spaces to parking on.
Every green space is worth saving because without these not only would
our villages look more urbanised and less beautiful but there would be
less plants for our wildlife and our pollinators to use so they in turn can
pollinate our crops which feed us .
Please respect our green spaces

Vida Gregory
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Vida’s June Garden
Well here we are the busy month of June. Planting out your home grown
or bought vegetable plants is always exciting; some plants you will already
of harvested such as lettuce and carrots and hopefully you have plants or
seeds for succession growth so you can have a constant supply of
vegetables and salad to pick for your table.
For me, the best thing to dig up at this time of the year are
early potatoes, those lovely salad potatoes that just taste so
lovely.
Now you can plant out your courgette plants, I also plant
out my butternut squash and pumpkin plants, they will grow really quickly
if they get enough water so remember if we have another dry summer
you are going to have to water them well.
Watering will be one of the must do jobs if it is dry and the
other is hoe, hoe, hoe off the weeds.
Mow your lawn weekly to keep it looking smart and for an
even smarter look edge your lawn as well it just gives that
finishing touch.
I shall be pruning the shrubs that flowered in the spring to get them
looking tidy again. Stake tall plants so they don’t, droop down and you
lose that beautiful elegant spire of flowers.
The one thing that always happens to your apple tree is
the June drop, this is when some of the tiny apples drop
off the tree which is good because it gives more room for
the others to grow. I will say it never fails that I get hit by some of the
falling tiny apples, all part of gardening.
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Take care in your gardens and remember to sit and admire your hard
work and if this is your first year of gardening or your childs first attempt
at growing plants then be proud of what you have achieved.

Cheers Vida Gregory
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A Love of Music and playing Musical Instruments

I first got into music when I was in primary school. I don’t
remember how it came about but my first memory is of
learning the recorder at around age 7/8 everyone that
wanted to continue playing an instrument went onto the
flute but I was never a lover of the flute and when I tried to play I got
terribly light headed. My mum went from the descant recorder to the
treble, so I did that for a while but wasn’t satisfied. I remember wanting
to take it further but not know what to do. After a talk with my mum she
told me my dad had bought a clarinet but never took it up, so I decided
that’s where I wanted to go. My dad had died when I was 7 years old and
I always felt a stronger connection to my father than my mother, so it felt
right to learn the clarinet. My mum found one second hand, I had a try of
one of the guides clarinets in my brownie pack and loved it. So, £200 later
and I had my own instrument. I was the first pupil in my school to bring
the clarinet into its orchestra and I was very proud. I’m not proud of many
things in my life but when I play music, I understand what it is to get lost
in the music. So, for my first grade I was sponsored and had free lessons
for a year. I gained my first grade but changed teachers. I got my grade 4
and got to grade 5 just as I was taking my GCSE ‘s so never actually got to
take my grade 5.
In my, last year of primary school I also joined the church
choir. Through these I learnt music theory. I wasn’t and still
am not the brightest person going but I got a B in music.
Through playing the clarinet I got to join and play in lots of
orchestras. I was part of the Tally Ho band got to tour round the UK with
them marching and performing.
I also grew a love of Andrew Lloyd Webber music, my favorite being
Phantom of the opera. I love watching/listening and playing his music. I
also got to learn Stranger on the Shore by late Alker Bilk. Another favorite
of mine.
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After school I went to college to do hairdressing. I loved playing music for
my enjoyment. I didn’t want people demanding it or being under a
timeline to learn and play a piece. Although I always wanted to learn the
oboe. The sound of an oboe is so deep as I don’t know... it touches me.
So, later on in life I got the chance to buy my own and learn it. I never got
any grades with the oboe but enjoyed learning. And then there’s the sax.
I started to learn the alto sax purely because I bought one for my
husband, but he didn’t take to it, so I thought why not. And again, I found
myself eager to learn and falling in love with all my old music all over
again.
Currently I’m loving the live shows Andrew Lloyd Webber is putting on for
us on a Friday evening for 48 hours, it makes me happy and giddy. So, if I
have every Friday to help me get through this. I know I will be fine.
Helen Walters (Asfordby)

I am currently making face masks if anyone is interested please
email me and I can send you an email with samples of the
designs to choose from. The masks are £3each
Email: h85walters@gmail.com
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Cakes and Baking
Summertime is for afternoon tea in the garden
and maybe we won’t share it this summer with
as many people as we usually would, but that’s
no excuse for no cake. There is always a good
reason for cake and, if you can’t share it with
others across the garden fence, cut it up,
package it and put it in the freezer so you always have a treat.
Alternatively, make a keeping cake that you can hide in a tin – providing
you have a strong sense of self-discipline of course! Currently, I do
fortnightly shopping deliveries to my father-in-law, so I make a cake, take
him some, deliver some to my daughter on the way and I have just
enough left for me to feel angelic.
I have been making cakes for over sixty years; my very first memories are
of kneeling on my Grandma’s dining chair at the table in the lounge and
stirring up cakes. I am the eldest of four and the rule was – whoever cut
up the cake was the last person to choose their slice. I learned fractions as
quickly as I learned to bake!
As women’s magazines and cookery books became more adventurous, so
did we. A family favourite that my mother and I made for birthdays was a
torte with many layers, rolled in chopped nuts and with a set caramel on
the top. Sometimes it worked, sometimes it
didn’t… but no one turned it down because it
always tasted good. And then along came Black
Forest Gateau; I developed a recipe with layers
of chocolate cake, cherry pie filling and cream,
with lashings of grated chocolate around the
sides – that was the go-to recipe for
celebrations for a couple of decades.
I went to evening classes in my teens and twenties and learned how to
decorate cakes. Initially, it was royal icing and my first Christmas cake was
memorable for all the wrong reasons… I designed a wreath for the top,
based on piped leaves with little or no glycerine to keep the icing soft.
There was no way a knife would cut through it and my brothers,
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irreverent as ever, took a hammer and chisel to it. One of those family
stories that keep on bouncing back…
As a late developer in many respects, I didn’t go to university until I was
mature enough to handle it (twenty-five years old). Three years studying
food and textiles as part of a degree in Home Economics suited me
perfectly and I learned a great deal. After graduating, I also discovered
that I did not want a career in catering… so cooking and baking became a
hobby that I did for family, friends, and fundraising.
Gradually, I built up a repertoire of cake recipes that ‘work’ and which are
devoured at speed and with relish. In addition to charity events and
parties, I have an annual date with cake in London; some years ago,
Martin came back from a large exhibition at which he and his staff team
were standing and said that he thought he would take coffee and cakes to
attract visitors to his stand (instead of the lighting and sound equipment
he usually displayed). That’s a good idea, I said, and promptly forgot… the
following year, just a couple of weeks before the next exhibition, he asked
whether I would make cakes. Fine, how many do you need? Hmmmm…
about 150 a day came back the reply. Gulp… and how many days? Four….
Even bigger gulp. So, 600 cake portions required, made and packed into
boxes.
I perfected traybakes very quickly, as you may imagine, using a couple of
old school Grundy tins I had acquired, which gave me 28 portions per tin
(those fractions lessons came back into play too). Five trays of brownies,
five of flapjack – almost halfway there! Here are two of my favourite
recipes which you may wish to try for yourselves. The flapjack is very
versatile, as you can cook it until just colouring up and you will have a soft
one or you can keep cooking it until it’s a risk to your teeth, and you can
throw in a bit of whatever you fancy or that almost empty packet of fruit
or nuts that needs using up. It’s also a great example of the range of
Fairtrade ingredients that are available.
Keep calm and bake is my motto, whether there’s a crisis or just an
opportunity.
Lyn Hastings
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Fairtrade Fruity Flapjack
110g/4oz butter
50g/2oz soft brown sugar*
50g/2oz Demerara sugar*
30g/1 level tablespoon Golden Syrup*
50g/ 2oz dates, chopped*
40g/ 1½ oz dried apricots, chopped*
25g/1oz sultanas*
170g / 6oz rolled (porridge) oats
17.5cm/7” square tin. Grease or line with baking parchment.
Preheat the oven to Gas 4 or 180C (slightly less for a fan oven).
Melt the butter in a large pan with the sugar, syrup, chopped dates,
apricots, and sultanas. Then stir in the oats and mix thoroughly.
Turn into the tin, press flat. Bake in the oven for about 18-20 minutes
until light golden. It will still be soft – if you leave it any longer, it will be
crunchy.
Leave to cool in the tin, then mark into squares. Makes 9-12.
All ingredients marked * are available locally as Fairtrade products. You
can omit the fruit or use Fairtrade dried mango and pineapple, raisins,
glace cherries or add sunflower seeds/nuts.
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Sticky Lemon Cake
Makes a 7”/17.5cm round cake
For the cake:
4oz/110g softened butter
4oz/110g caster sugar
2 eggs
4oz/110g self-raising flour
Grated zest of half a lemon
The juice of half a lemon
1½ tablespoon icing sugar, sifted
For the icing: (optional)
2oz/60g icing sugar, sifted
Juice of about half a lemon
Preheat the oven to Gas 3, 160C or 150C fan. Grease and line a 7”/17.5cm
to round cake tin.
Beat together the butter and sugar until very light and fluffy. Stir in the
lemon zest. Whisk the eggs together lightly and gradually add to the
butter and sugar mixture, beating well after each addition. Fold in the
sifted flour and turn into the prepared tin.
Bake for about 45minutes until firm on top and a skewer comes out clean.
Meanwhile, stir the lemon juice and icing sugar together.
Remove from the oven and skewer holes all over the top. Spoon the
lemon/sugar mix evenly over the top of the cake and leave on a cooling
rack to cool down completely.
For the icing, gradually stir enough lemon juice into the icing sugar to
make a stiff glacé icing and spoon over the top. Leave to set before
cutting.
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“The Great Escape”
It was a Sunday evening. Jenny and I were watching
a film on TV in our house at Brooksby. There was a
knock on the back door. Someone had kindly called
to say that some pigs had “got out” and were
running loose around the Piggery at Brooksby
Station. As the piggery was adjacent to the level crossing and the Melton
to Leicester railway line, we didn’t waste much time getting down there!
Fortunately, we soon found them, rooting around the verge on the side of
the road. There were about 12 of them and, judging by their size, they
had escaped from one of the 36 pens based in two weaner houses. A
quick check round these two buildings revealed sure enough, that the
door of one of the pens was open. All we had to do was to round up the
pigs and drive them across the yard and into the house from which they
had escaped… Now, pigs are not the easiest animals to drive especially in
semi darkness, they are very inquisitive and also very stubborn, even “Pig
Headed” Also they have extremely strong noses and once the snout gets
through a gap the rest usually follows! A driving board is a great asset as
they often turn and will head for any gap, they can see in your defences.
Pigs show their stubbornness often by going entirely in the opposite
direction to the one that you have in mind, and so a large dollop of double
think can often help. e.g., if you want a pig to go forward, the ploy is to
pull it backwards by the tail! The tail by the way is a very useful steering
mechanism and works like a rudder. If you want to go left, you push the
tail to the right, to go right, you push left. not rocket science, of course..
Some pigs also enter this world with a design weakness, e.g. Landrace pigs
have floppy ears which fall down to cover their eyes. Since there are no
windows in their ears they can’t see where they are going and therefore
often prefer, to move back to where they’ve been! The final stage of
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penning them often involves clutching them by one ear and their tail and
persuading them to move by pushing with your knee. Sheep and cattle
have their own peculiarities but are generally much more co-operative,
than pigs!
On returning to our house, the film we had been watching
had finished. The title, by the way, was The Great Escape
starring Steve McQueen. Good job pigs don’t ride motor
bikes.
Dennis Hurst (one-time Vice Principal and Farm Director at Brooksby College)

Village Celebrations
Margaret Musson of Rotherby celebrated her 86
birthday on 17th April. Rotherby villagers lined
Main Street (at a safe distance) to wish her
happy birthday and give her a rousing cheer, a
birthday cake, and many cards. Margaret has
lived in the Row for most of her life and
attended Rotherby School. She remembers the
village when there were only 2 cars and about
35 houses. Children in the village regularly
went scrumping and used the original metal
ring over the Church gate to practice netball
shots. She has many interesting stories to tell.
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A Taste of V. E. Day from some who were there….. by Malcolm Britton
Some members of our community were teenagers in 1945 and remember
travelling to Leicester and dancing the night away in Charles Street.
Everyone went mad and there were a large number of people in uniform.

Others I have spoken to were younger at the time and have no clear
memory of much happening in these villages on VE Day itself. They recall
that in the countryside life had gone on just as farming operations
continue in the present circumstances. A childhood memory of Frisby is of
Skinners the butchers killing a pig.
One resident was in the Land
Army during the war and one
job she remembers is
travelling around with a
threshing machine in the
winter. Her job was to cut
the binder twine and feed
the
sheaves into
the
threshing drum. At the age of
96, she still possesses that
knife!

Another lived in Thurmaston at the time and attended a big street party
with everybody pooling together their rations to provide a splendid meal.
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She particularly recalls the jellies: the availability of bananas after the war
was a huge treat. In some places there were huge bonfires including
Frisby where one was built in the sandpit where the children used to play
in what is now Hall Orchard. Searchlights previously used to detect
bombers were switched on in celebration. One respondent lived on a
farm without electricity at the time and remembers a party at Sunday
School and the ready availability of apples, pears, and damsons.
Another resident was living on the outskirts of Sheffield where her Dad
worked nights for the English Steel Corporation. She recalls the blitz with
waves of German bombers targeting the steel works and yet, as a child,
had a sense of excitement and adventure when the sirens went off. The
family had an Anderson shelter in the back garden but if her Dad wasn’t
there, her Mum didn’t like the Anderson shelter and hid under the table.
V.E. Day was a huge relief and she enjoyed a street party with the mums
waiting at the table.

One of our older inhabitants recalls that her thoughts at that time would
have been ‘The war’s nearly over but there is still the Far East). Her
boyfriend was in the Navy and she was very concerned that he would be
sent to the Pacific. So, they got a special licence and obtained a dress
from her mother’s clothing coupons and they were married on 9 th June.
She concludes ‘VJ day came and it really was all over, and my brothers
came home from Germany’.
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Hair of the Dog to Paint the Town Red by Andrew
Thompson
The Curious Origins of Everyday Sayings and Fun Phases

Square Meal
Meaning: a nutritious meal
In Context: Jenny had been dieting for a month so was really looking
forward to a square meal.
Square meal is a nautical phrase. British warships in the 17 th century had
poor living conditions: The quarters were cramped, and most meals were
insubstantial. In particular, breakfast and lunch usually consisted of little
more than bread and water. However, the final meal of the day did
provide some sustenance and generally included some form of meat. This
meal was served on a large square tray made of wood, designed in that
shape for easy storage. This larger, more nutritious serving became
known as a square meal.
Don’t Look a Gift Horse in the Mouth
Meaning: don’t be critical or ungrateful for a gift.
In Context: The TV was free, so I didn’t question where it came from, as I
didn’t want to look a gift horse in the mouth.
Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth derives from racehorses and horses
generally. Horses were always considered valuable, but there were very
few ways of assessing a horse’s age before purchase. It was a risk to buy a
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racehorse that was past its prime or a work horse that was old. The most
reliable way of determining a horse’s age is from its teeth – as a horse
ages its teeth wear down, but they also protrude forward, and its gums
recede. If a horse was given to you it was rude to look that gift horse in
the mouth, because this suggested you were assessing its value. This is
also the derivation of the expression straight from the horse’s mouth to
describe first-hand information, as well as long in the tooth, another
equine teeth-related phrase meaning that someone is old.
Fit as a Fiddle
Meaning: fit and in very good health
In Context: Frank’s been training all summer and he’s as fit as a fiddle.
Fit as a fiddle is a shortened version of the original saying “fit as a fiddler.”
A fiddle is the colloquial name for a violin. In medieval times in England,
fiddlers would play energetic street performances to throngs of people.
They would dance and weave through the crowd as they played. The best
performers were physically fit and agile, hence the expression. Just why
and when the saying was contracted in not known.

Sue Boyden
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Simon Blake’s World Tour: Chapter 3 Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay
& Rio
As mentioned in my Introduction we spent Christmas in La Paz in Bolivia
and then set off on the Altiplano (high plain), with dramatic views of many
salt lakes, which has an average height of 4000m. We spent our last night
in Bolivia poised on the edge of the Altiplano and the plan was to drop
down from considerable height to the coastline of northern Chile. We
camped out that night and the temperature fell to minus 15 degrees C. In
the morning we found that the diesel in the truck’s tank had frozen and
although it seemed crazy our co leader
Nigel knew what he was doing when
he lit a fire underneath the tank.
It did the trick and we descended in
about 2 hours to the Chilean coast
where the temperature was about 35
degrees C. Going through such a
change in temperature of 50 degrees in 2 hours taught me that I far
preferred being too hot , when you can usually do something about it ,
versus being too cold . I don’t think any of us had slept in the cold of that
last night on the Altiplano.
The Atacama Desert is supposed to be the driest desert in the world
where, I believe, it hasn’t rained for over 100 years. The rock formations
were fascinating and very moon-surface-like. Little did I know that we
would have to make a return journey through the Atacama Desert only
weeks later.
After Santiago we headed further south with the idea that those who had
visas for Argentina (about half of us & exclusively Aussie) could cross the
border at Puerto Montt about two thirds way down Chile.
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On the way there the beautiful campsite (yes campsite) at La Serena is
etched on my memory forever. It was clearly going to be a good evening
as we’d procured a piglet which was duly slaughtered by Nigel and a large
roasting spit erected. We’d had quite a few beers before someone said:
“where’s Ziggy?” Ziggy was an Icelandic journalist who lived in South
Africa and who very much enjoyed drinking Vodka. I had got to know him
quite well over the preceding weeks. Nobody could find him that
night…………
Unfortunately, his body was washed up on the shoreline the following
morning with the turn of the tide. I was asked to go along and identify him
and refused. We were fairly sure that he’d had more than 1 Vodka and
perhaps not been able to read the signs on the beach which said in
Spanish: “Do not bathe here: there is a fierce undertow”.
Ziggy had not mentioned that his father was an Icelandic cabinet minister
who, apart from being suddenly bereaved, was more concerned about
this incident not getting into the press whatever the cost. Ziggy’s body
was dispatched “quietly” back to Iceland.
As half of us said goodbye to those who were entering Argentina this
meant several weeks of having a less cluttered truck. To some extent we
were able to decide what routes we were going to take to get back up
through the Atacama desert into Bolivia, and through Paraguay in order to
meet the others who were basically travelling in a straight line through
Argentina. I think we probably travelled twice their distance.
In Paraguay we went from the ridiculous to the sublime. Firstly, we were
able to witness the repressive dictatorship of Stroessner who had been in
power for 35 years, in a military crackdown in the main square. Luckily,
none of us who saw it were picked up and thrown into prison.
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After we had picked up the Aussies, we went to the sublime Iguazu falls
where the water falls over a shoulder of 1.5Km in length. In those days
you could take the rather dangerous plank walk very near the shoulder
(which has to be safer these days) but this afforded wonderful views of
everything in particular the “Garganta del Diablo” or Devil’s throat.
Over the border into Brazil our next main stop for a week was Rio de
Janeiro where the Carnival was in full swing and the great pleasure of
joining in with it, taking masses of very colourful photos of the costumes
and floats. Ipanema and Copacabana beaches were as beautiful as the
guidebooks tell you but not without pick pockets and gangs even in those
days.
Nigel’s (our co driver) girlfriend had a necklace ripped from her while
sunbathing and unfortunately Nigel went after the group involved. Very
soon he found himself in a street with a dead end and nowhere to run to
get away. Very fortunately & probably because of his size he did manage
to escape from them, but they were equipped with knives.
Sugar Loaf and Christ The Redeemer left me in no doubt that this was the
most beautiful city I had ever seen.
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Simon Blake’s World Tour: Final Chapter Brazil Venezuela &
Australia.
Heading northwards we stopped a
couple of nights in a free port known as
Manaus where the Rio Negro meets the
Amazon. You can actually see the 2
rivers running side by side and
appearing not to mix: the Rio Negro is
black and the Amazon a muddy colour.
Crocodiles inhabited the banks of both rivers and one evening we went
out hunting for baby crocs by shining torches into their eyes and dazzling
them. We were successful in hauling aboard a baby about 1.5m long
whose jaws had to be very rapidly tied up by our guide. He was returned
to the water after we’d had an opportunity to take photos. I suspect this
practice has now been outlawed!
Travelling north through the jungle or Matto Grosso for many hundreds of
miles in the rainy season meant that a great deal of the time we were
contending with tracks that had been washed away. Progress was very
slow indeed most days until the grader came along to pull the trucks out
that were stuck in it and to help us through. God must have been with us
as we didn’t break down.
As we were far from civilisation most of the time we camped and didn’t
have the luxury of keeping clean or having showers. Thus, all of us
eventually turned the same colour as the “orange” mud. There was a
point when we rigged up a temporary shower by making holes in a large
saucepan and pouring water through it for the person underneath to
wash in! This was not a regular exploit, so we all remained filthy.
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I began to itch in certain places especially at the back of my right leg and
the base of my spine. These itches turned into boils which seeped a clear
liquid when I took the scab off. This was necessary as the pressure built up
and caused even more itching.
There were many, many days of “orangeness” until we reached
Venezuela. I won’t forget emerging from the jungle to see a turquoise
Caribbean Sea in front of me and the beach flanked by numerous coconut
palms. The prospect of civilisation, of a good meal and a shower was
indeed welcome and to some extent relief that we’d made it. But also,
there was the feeling I suppose that nothing could quite match a journey
like that.
The journey through Caracas back to
Bogota wasn’t memorable and my flight
back out on 31st March 1983 took me via
Miami to Los Angeles. Meanwhile beneath
me the biggest earthquake to hit Columbia
in many years was taking place. Bogota
was badly hit.

Sorting out the boils on my legs was a priority and at a clinic in Berkeley I
paid $100 for them to be lanced. This was successful for the one at the
base of my spine which cleared up, but it wasn’t till I got to Australia late
April/early May that I had a more in-depth operation on my right leg. The
Aussies were not happy when they found out the cause: The S. American
Bott fly lays its eggs on mosquitos who then when they bite you inject
them under your skin.
Apparently, the flies were about to
hatch inside my leg and
the Aussies, being extremely
sensitive about tropical
diseases, were considering
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deportation.
Compared with S. America my journey round the rest of the globe was
fairly event free but nonetheless very enjoyable. I was travelling alone
but never alone as you always met people in hostels who were going the
same way.
Although this trip over a year was an extremely
good way to get over a failed marriage it wasn’t
something I could continue doing. I continually
met people who had been travelling for years
but I felt in the end that even though it was a
tremendously educating experience that it was
rather aimless and even hedonistic. I needed
something else in my life which would provide much more lasting and
profound happiness and, after a gruelling year of study at Manchester
University between 1983 and 1984, I found them: a career, a wife,
children and Christianity.

Send stories of your travels over the years for the next edition of the
magazine to sueboyden@msn.com
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Proverbs and Sayings 1 - Answers
1. IFAPIFAP
2. FRIWAFTT
3. NITMOI
4. OGTDA
5. JOATMON
6. OYB
7. TMCSTB
8. SNAD
9. ASITSN
10. LFLS
11. ARLTR
12. ARSGNM
13. PMP
14. NMWTDD
15. UWSDWF
16. ITTTT
17. SWRD
18. IYCBGBC
19. PWLIGHSTS
stones.
20. FKLW

In for a penny, in for a pound.
Fools rush in where angel fear to tread.
Necessity is the mother of invention.
One good turn deserves another.
Jack of all trades, master of none.
On your bike!
Too many cooks spoil the broth.
See Naples and die.
A stitch in time saves nine.
Like father, like son.
All roads lead to Rome.
A rolling stone gathers no moss
Practice makes perfect.
Needs must when the devil drives.
United we stand, divided we fall.
It takes two to tango.
Still waters run deep.
If you can’t be good, be careful.
People who live in glass houses shouldn’t throw
Finders keepers, losers’ weepers.
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FILM ANAGRAMS
The following are anagrams of well-known film titles. The numbers in brackets
refer to the number of words in the answers. You really should get out more!

1. HEDGE WITHIN TOWN (4)
2. FROG HAD TEETH (2)
3. CHILL RIDS NESTS (2)
4. I EAT ZINC KEN (2)
5. THEATRE FRONT WORN (3)
6. BAD VULTURES NOSE (2)
7. MOUTH IS CONFUSED (4)
8. WIDEST OYSTERS (3)
9. A BEECH STIFLES MENTHOL (5)
10. ILL GRAB GUN (2)
11. BEWARE OF A CRANIAL (3)
12. LOTI THE ESKIMO (4)
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HOBY AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
1934-2020
The Hoby and District Horticultural Society has had an
annual show for 86 years with the exception of 19411946 during the time of World War 2.
This year 2020 we face a different enemy; one you
can’t see, and you don’t know where it is Covid-19 and
for this reason we have made the VERY difficult
decision NOT to hold our annual show.
We have a “Duty of Care” to protect our committee
members, exhibitors and the public and this year we
feel this is not possible.

“PROTECT THE NHS AND SAVE LIVES”

Please watch out for something we are trying to
organise in a safe environment.
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